
     
  

  

Name:  Open Book Academy Pty (Ltd) – Trendsetters Elementary  

  

Business Overview: Context, Problem and Value Proposition  
  

Market 

Landscape 

and 

Competition  

  

                      Our innovation: How it works?                                Market Landscape and Competition  

We enrol at least 50 students between two age groups – typically identified as grade 000 

and grade 00. At least 4 educators are hired in order to maintain an average student: 

teacher ratio of 12:1.  

Each educator would present a different mode of learning and act as a guide for students 

to explore a variety of learning methods, e.g.  

Educator 1 – would focus on promoting individual enquiry   

Educator 2 – would focus on promoting social interaction and communal engagement   

Educator 3 – would promote learning methods that require adult guidance and 
supervision  

Educator 4 – would promote learning methods that require teacher-learner collaboration  

This would allow educators to understand student behaviour better and develop suitable 

techniques for effectiveness in their teaching.  

Learners are taught through a variety of channels that ensure they are future-ready – 

student counselling, sports activities, extra murals, excursions amongst many others 

would be the order of the day for our learners.  

The Core Knowledge Foundation (CKF) has granted us access to their curriculum – of 

which we can build on to suit the needs of our students.  

All our services are at the best interest of the student as an individual and not solemnly 

on set standards.  

(Credits to Professor Richard Elmore for educational research on the Modes of Learning)  

 There are over 7.2 million children between the ages of 0 – 
6 in South Africa – most of which abide in our target region. 
The Early Childhood Development (ECD) phase is one of the 
most delicate stages in the development of the human mind 
– as that is where one’s mental programming is at its peak. 
We have seen, however, that little care and attention has 
been given to this – relatively compared to the investment 
made in tertiary institutions.  

The San Francisco’s Alt Schools have managed to develop 
exceptional technology that facilitates similar student 
learning techniques and have achieved great success – thus 
they stand as a global market indicator for our offering.   

Our competitors are all schools in the Gauteng region which 

are effectively shifting away from outdated methods of 

teaching and learning. Amongst these are the Eden Colleges, 

Curro Academy, Spark and Future Nation Schools.  

The major difference between our services and theirs is that 
we further cater for different modes of learning – which 
allows more students to discover and unleash their 
potential. One is developed as a whole person rather than a 
comparison to their peers. We believe in the uniqueness of 
each individual and strive to make learning correspond.  

  

The Open Book Academy is a network of Learning Environments aimed at refining the South African 
system of education. Our blueprint observes the primary goal of providing unconstrained modes of 
learning – in which overall student excellence is triggered.   

According to the recently conducted General Household Survey (GHS), most children (predominantly 
members of black African families) between the ages of 0 – 6 years, receive substandard mental 
stimulation. Learner metrics are overly generic and rarely serve student needs (effectively). Student 
mental development is stunted, and education has become more teacher-centred. To elevate the 
matter, there has been a massive shortage of educators in most South African schools – which makes 
student progress evaluation more complex. The wonted ratio of students in a standard classroom is 
30:1, of which personalization of learning is unbearably arduous. Educators easily get overwhelmed 
with the amount of student data they handle and hence fail to assess and improve learner outcomes 
accurately.   

Trendsetters Elementary is a faction of the Open Book Academy; which is aimed at providing flexible 
learning for children in the pre-GED phase. At this stage, a child’s mental development is at its peak, 
and much must be done to maximise this season. Therefore, our goal is NOT to create schools, but 
rather educational incubation centres in which one can explore their capabilities with minimum 
limits. One’s emotional, social and overall development would be considered – rather than focusing 
on a few aspects of one’s development – this is a few among many other services to be rendered.  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

  

  
  

  

  
  

  

Quick Fact Sheet  

Business Stage: Concept  

Phase – Registered Entity  

Industry: Education  

Sub: Early Childhood 

Development  

Current Team Size: 1  

Base Region: City of  

Johannesburg Metropolitan 

Municipality  

Target Region: City of  

Johannesburg Metropolitan  

Municipality  



  
  

            Economics: How we make money                              Team: Background and Skills  
 

 
    
 

The Open Book Academy currently consists of one official team player 
– Praymore Kugara – however several other vision runners have been 
identified.   

Praymore Kugara – Search Engine Optimizer & Google Ads Specialist at 
Top Click Media Pty (Ltd).   

Currently exposed to the technical aspect of information transfer.  

2017 – 2018 Completed the Leaders of Learning course by Harvard X 
(at the Massive Open Online Varsity) where he gained insight into 
different modes of learning.  

2017 Developed basic curriculum plan for the By-Sharon Model 
Mindset program.  

2015 – Tutored grade 10 Mathematics, Physical science and Biology at 
the Hamlet Foundation Place of Hope for the Intellectually Disabled.  

2015 – Matriculated from Hoerskool Diversity with first-hand 
experience of the South African system of education and its 
effectiveness.  

Each student would be required to pay a flat weekly fee depending on 

the services required per phase. We would operate for 50 weeks 

annually. 

Target: 25 children between the ages of 0 – 3 

R 500.00 childcare + R 900.00 preschool enrichment (weekly) 

Target: 25 pre-schoolers between the ages of 4 – 6 

R 300.00 childcare + R 900.00 preschool enrichment (weekly) 

A once off (non-refundable) registration fee would be charged on a 

child’s first entry into our learning hub. A fee of R 400.00 is payable 

Extra fees would be charged for holidays and miscellaneous requests 

from parents – on average 10% more than the normal fee 

Discounts would be offered for parents who enrol more than one child 

into our hubs – they would pay a certain percentage less per additional 

child enrolled 

Fundraising contributions 

Transportation fee – if required 

  
  

                            Social impact                                                        What kind of assistance is needed?  

• Better equipped society – individuals will be capable – rather 
than just qualified – to make a difference in their world  

• Job creation – for those employed by the institution  
• Socially sound students –as there would be support for one’s 

overall development  

• African excellence – all those enrolled receive access to 
opportunities that allow them to maximise their potential, 
beyond what they would have received in a typical school  

• A better system of education – when more institutions build on 
our example, limitations are be broken  

• Education is the key to developing the nation, when people 
think differently; things turn out different.  

 We recognize the fact that the processes involved in opening and 
running an educational institution, especially one of this stature – 
requires much care and attention. We have compiled many 
documents and conducted a fair amount of research; however, 
we seek first hand guidance from those who have acquired 
relevant experience in this field. We also believe it would be 
wiser to receive guidance from mentors before inviting team 
members on board.  

  

                                                                    Other comments  

Our goal is to grant everyone in South Africa access to our learning hubs (if they desire) at reasonable fees; however, before we extend our 

services to the rest of the nation, we would to target individuals in the Middle to Upper class (financial group) as that would better enable us 

to adjust our fees for those in different reaches. Fees would vary based on an algorithm of factors, taking into consideration the likelihood of 

those who would afford our services.  


